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**Dances at a Gathering**

**ARTISTIC INFORMATION**

**SYNOPSIS**

Created in 1969, *Dances at a Gathering* brings together five pairs of dancers who meet, pass and intermingle to the rhythm of Chopin’s waltzes and mazurkas for piano. The precise choreography seems to spring from the music itself and creates a romantic atmosphere tinged with nostalgia.

**PERFORMERS**

Ludmila Pagliero, Amandine Albisson, Nolwenn Daniel, Aurélie Dupont, Charline Giezendanner, Mathieu Ganio, Karl Paquette, Josua Hoffalt, Emmanuel Thibault, Christophe Duquenne

Paris Opera Orchestra

**ARTISTIC STAFF**

Conductor: Félix Krieger  
Musical director: Choeur Accentus – Laurence Équilbey  
Music: Frédéric Chopin  
Choreography: Jerome Robbins  
Costumes: Joe Eula  
Lighting: Jennifer Tipton

**PRODUCTION**

Production companies: Opéra national de Paris, La Belle  
Télé, with the participation of France Télévisions, with the support of the Fondation Orange and the CNC  
Associate producers: Olivier Drouot, Sébastien Folin, Laurent Métivier

**DISTRIBUTION**

TV Distribution company: Telmondis Distribution  
7, Rue du Dôme l F – 92100 Boulogne Billancourt  
Tel/Fax: +33 1 40 74 76 20 / 09 l www.telmondis.fr  
Video format: HDCAM, Digibeta, stereo sound and dolby 5.1

www.telmondis.fr